Pianos made in Britain

Cavendish are resurrecting the lost art of piano building in Britain.
Piano builders, action specialists, stringers, cabinet-makers, polishers
and piano tuners are all working together in this country to produce
pianos that are not just superb instruments but also objects of beauty.

Cavendish

Classic

Despite being of small size (112cm) the Cavendish Classic possesses an astonishing
richness of sound. Its treble is open and crystal without ever being harsh. The middle
sings naturally and is classically European. The bass astonishes by its depth and full
tone without drowning the treble. The range of sound of this instrument is large and
its reserve of power is very impressive.
It is an excellent family piano with very good musical qualities at an affordable price.

Cavendish

Contemporary

Thanks to longer keys, a larger area of soundboard, and longer hand-made bass
strings, our 'Contemporary' model upright offers greater sensitivity of touch and an
enhanced dynamic range to produce a very impressive richness of sound for the
discerning pianist.
The exceptional mellow clarity of tone and superb sustain make it a delight to play.

Cavendish

Chatsworth

The 'Chatsworth' is the jewel in the crown of the Cavendish range.
The case is cabinet-maker built in Yorkshire from solid seasoned timber. This is an
entirely one-off process and each piano has its own individual character. A welcome
return to the sweet, European piano tone of the past. Using a thinner, acoustically
sensitive panel in the top-board the sound is amplified and the true sound of the
instrument is heard.
Available in Walnut or Mahogany.
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Cavendish

‘Baby Grand’

Cavendish grand pianos are a return to
traditional British piano craftsmanship.
With a subtle, mellow tone and a sensitive
touch a Cavendish Baby Grand is the perfect
instrument to grace any home.

Width: 148cm

Boudoir Grand: 186cm
Baby Grand: 152cm

Cavendish

‘Boudoir Grand’

With a truly remarkable dynamic range the
Cavendish 'Boudoir' Grand speaks for itself as a
musician's instrument of the highest quality.
Using entirely natural components the Cavendish 'Boudoir' Grand is the flagship model British
piano.

This wider construction of the
case means that a 186 grand has
the same soundboard area as a typical 196 grand piano,
creating the power, complexity and character of sound, as
well as the feel of playing a much larger piano.

For your nearest dealer visit www.cavendishpianos.com

